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Th1 thesle ea1a with the problem of' balancing the connecting rodi 

linkage1 After cuasin the pupoees of analysia of engine dynamics, 

anti defining the scope of the treatrint, the reletione governing the sub- 

titut1on of lumped masses f ca the connecting rod. are set f ca'th and 

veril 1ed. The advantaee of this substitution are explained. 

Results of 1rmonic analysis of the farces and couples arising f 

the steady-&ete motion of the linkage are presented in several f arms. 

?robably the most useful of these are the charts which eh the values 

of all harmonics of farces and couples up to and including the fourth. 

The logitbmic scales of tar, ene '.art asetwe reasonable accuracy in 

reading the values of the 4gher harmonics. In addition to the charts, 

the valuea of the harnenic ai'iplitudee are ala given in two mathematical 

forms, viz. the ciceed forni, and the open, or eriee, fm. The latter 

is, In mOst cases, given in both general and specific farm. It i ex- 

plained that the open and closed farms e-rs aach useful in particular 

ranges of values of the connecting rod-crank ratio. 
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Folling theee resuibs, the values of the harmonic amplitudes of 

Inertia force are then given in closed form for the master connecting rod 

linkage, and. it is shown bc, th charts arid mathematical expressions pre - 

viously given for the simple connecting rod may be ueeì in thie case aleo. 

The master connecting rod. linkage is beccmiing of increasing importance, 

particlerly In the design of aeroplane motors. 

Balancing thod.s ere then discueeed, and typical problems re solved 

vhlch indicate the specific uses that may be made of the preceeding 

theoretical results. These problems Illustrate the methods that may be 

applied In the analysis of single and multiple cylinder engines using the 

simple connecting rod., and. also Illustrate msthods thet may be used for 

the master connecting rod linkage. 

In tw appethices appear e description of the methods of analysis em- 

ployed, and. e discussion of the properties of a connecting rod linkage of 

limiting proportions, in which the lengths of the crank arm and. connecting 

rod are equal. In general, the anasis req2ires the use of the elliptIc 

integraLe, which are the characteristic functions of the analysis. flow- 

ever, a few of' the coefficients are exceptions, ar.d require Integration in 

the complex plane by means of the theorem of residues. 

It is thought that the most useful contribution to the art of balancing 

presented in this thesis, in roughly their order of importance, are: 

1. the charts for the harmonic amplitudes, 
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2. the d.etermination of the harmonic amplitudes f or the master con- 

necting rod linkage, and. the relating of theee to the harmonica 

of the simple connecting rod linkage, 

3. the assembling oÍ' a cnplete treatnt of the problem in one 

publication, and 

1.. the derivation of the closed forms of the coefficients in the 

Fourier serlee. 
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BAlANCING TEE CONNECTING ROD IJIiAGE 

The equation (8), while giving the correct value for the in- 

ertia torque arising fri the oscillation of 1, , does not give the 

correct value for the reaction on the frame of the machine, the 

reason being that this torque is divided. and acts partly on the 

frame and. partly on the fl'wheel. The correct value for the re - 

action on the frame is given by 

__________ __________ 
- _________ 

The last term of the expression is the correction over the 

value previously given, end represents the amount of the torque 

transmitted to (or frc) the flywheel. This term introduces even 

harmonics in the Fourier erîes for T , so that equation (12) is 

irccrxplete, and. should read: 

= - b5/n -b3sìn3 +b4+.- 

where b1 and. b3 have the same values as previously given, and the 

values of the even coefficients are: 

b2 kZ (l-C),and. bL a k2C 



The values of C2 and. C1 appear on the charts and. are given 

in equations (18) and (20), 

In the analysis of the master coimecting rod. linkage, the 

eouation (29) is also in error for the same reason. The 

value of 2 given there is only the inertia torcue of the link, 

nd does not reresent the toroue reaction on the frame. The 

value of T; , as given by equation (29), divides into two oarts, 

one reacting on the frame and the other on the crank shaft. 

The value of the reaction on the frame is given by: 

-c(/cz) .rn('?9-JLL) 

4 
R C CI_CZ) (9.,zL) [cos 6 * cos(-°], 
b4 

where the second term ves that portion of the torque acting 

on the crank shaft, and is the correction over the value pr 

viously given in equation (29). 

V. E. Johnson 

Au.gist 12, 1939 



BAI4ANCIrI TEE CONIEOTI ROD_LIE 

The simple connecting rod 11n1cae le one of the oldeet In use. 

Its Inherent simplicity an 10- friction losses nkes It, to-day, 

the most cc*on1y used linkage for convert.1n linear iot1on to 

circular, and vice versa. Untcatunately, this simplicity Is not so 

apparent when one attempts to analyze the forces induced by ita motion. 

In spite of all that has been written on the subject, the technique of 

balancing this important linige is by no zins ccnonly understood by 

designers. 

The purpose of the thesis, therefore, is to present, in a single 

publication, the results of a cprehene1ve study of the problem, and 

to present these results In such a fashion that they nay be used by 

others without duplication of the analysis. 
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THE ?tJPPoeE OF ANLZIN EÌINE Y1'AMIOS 

The dee1ner ay have one more purposes In mind. vhen he 

analyzes the dynamIc forces arising frcn the motion of the connecting 

rod linkage. These purposes may be any of the f ol1ing: 

Ba1ancIn The Primary Forces 

The purpose may be to balance the primary reactions of the inertia 

forces end. couples against the fraii of the engine. This Is usually 

done by attaching counterweights to the crank shaft. The word. 

'primary' is used to denote the first harmonic of a force or couple. 

When a shaft Is revolving at constant speed, It is evident that only 

primary forces or couples may be balanced with counterweights. So when 

the designer wishes to determine the sizes of counterweights, he must 

know the magnitudes of the primary reactions on the frane of the mach- 

me. These reactions are usually ccxiputed with the assumptions of a 

constant shaft speed. and.. of a rigid linkage. 

Selecting the ylinderPzr&igement 

The designer may have a choice of several cylinder arrangennts, 

any of which will give him uniformly distributed torque pu7saiDrE. 

His final choice may be dictated. by such factors as cost, cooling of 

cylinder walls (as In radial aeroplane engines), space requirements, 

ease of assembly or repair, and. use of comi;on parts in a oup of en- 

gifles of different eizes. 



If none of these d.ecid.ee the arrarennt, the designer may vieh 

to select that cylinder arraneint which gives the least vibration. 

A part of this problem le the determination of the nnitud.es of the 

principal harmonics of the inertia reactions in each of the cylinder 

arrangexnente under consideration. By 'principal harmonics' le meant 

those hermonics which Imve an appreciable influence on the vibration. 

It will be evident later that, with the usual connecting rod-crank 

ratlos, harnionics higher than the fourth are so small in magnitude as 

to have negligible effects on the vibration provided the llnkae Is 

rigid. Different cylinder arrangements will, hcever, produce dif- 

ferent magnitudes of all the harmonics of the net reactions. There- 

fore, the intelligent selection of cylinder arrangement requires a 

knowledge of the magnitudes of the higher harmonics of the reactions. 

In sce engine designs, couriterveighted shafts, running at mul- 

tiples of the crank shaft speed, have been added to the engine in 

cder to balance the higher harmonics of the reaction. 

Study of Resonance 

With the practical, non-rigid linkage, vibration Is also Intro- 

duced. through resonance at certain speeds. Analysis of this condition 

requires at least a kiiciwledge of the frequencies of the higher har- 

monics, and aleo requires a knowledge of the torque reactions on the 

crank shaft, as differentiated from the reactions on the frame. s 

will be shown later, these reactIons are not necessarily identical. 
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The treatnt of' thie problem in the d.eeign influencee both the 

disposition of counterweight and. the cylinder arranement, the tend.en- 

cy bein to distribute integral counterweights along the shaft, and to 

select V type cylinder arrangennts which give a short, rigid shaft. 

Isolation of the Residual Vibration 

Wben the designer has balanced the inertia reactions of a given 

engine (or compressor) as weil as the permissible cost vili allow, he 

usually gives ecie consideretlon to isolation of the residual forces 

frcn the foundation, room, chassis, or other structure on which the 

engine is mounted. This usually requires nothing more than a know- 

ledge of the lowest frequencies with which he must deal. In except- 

lonal cases, however, the problem of isolation may influence the sizes 

of counterweights selected. This may occur in single cylinder mach- 

ines where the primary forces, vhich are Influenced. by the counter- 

weights, are left partially unbalanced. In such designs, it is 

posaible to select counterweights of ouch a size that the energy 

transmItted through the flexible mounting to the foundation is a 

min lilium. 

Consideration of the objectives discussed above indicates the 

desirability of having data available on the magnitudes of the har- 

monics of inertia reactions. 
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THE SCOPE AND LIMITATIO OF THIS TREATMENT 

It Will be evldent that a complete treatment of the subject of 

balancing, With all lt infers, Would be very extensive. In fact, 

several complete books have been written on the subject. So it le 

desirable that the scope of this work be delineated before proceeding 

further. The following statements serve this purpose: 

1. Two types of linkage are considered. One is the simple 

connecting-rod type, consisting of a crank shaft, con- 

necting rod., piston, and. etationsry frame. The other is 

the master connecting rod type, illustrated in Figure 9, 

In which a master connecting rod. has a nwnber of connect- 

ing links pivotally attached to it. The master rod. and 

each of the connecting links have pistons attached to them, 

the Whole assembly giving a radial disposition of the 

cylinders. 

2. The forces and. couples considered are the reactions on the 

frame (or stationary link) of the forces that cause the 

accelerations. The torque pulsations on the crank shaft 

are not considered directly, since this problem has been 

fully treated. in the papers of frank M. Lewis and frederick 

P. Porter. * 

3. It is assumed. that the crank shaft speed is constant. In 

practice, the fluctuations of speed are usually small enough 

so that their effect on the inertia forces or couples Is 

*See the references. 



negligible. 

1. Vibration caused by flexibility of the linke and consequent 

resonance le not considered. 

5. The treatuent of the problem includes: 

a discussion of the lumped mase substitution for connect- 

ing rods or links, 

a presentation of the magnitudes of the harmonica in both 

analytical and chart form, 

a discussion of the methods of balancing these linkages, 

and 

appendices on analytical iithods and on related problems. 
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T LUMP MASS SUB$TITUTION F TUE ONNECTII POE) 

The Inertia forces and couples caused by acceleration of the con- 

necting rod can, of course, be determined ccmpletely by considering the 

motion of end. about ite center of gravity. However, both the analysis 

and one's physical concepts are simplified by substituting for the con- 

nectin rod an equivalent dyriinic system consisting of a lumped mase at 

each end, connected by a niassless rod, and a massless moment of In- 

ertia. In inakin this substitution, the one nass Is considered attach- 

ed to the piston or croeshead, arid the other to the crank pin, while 

the massless mnent of Inertia is considered to oscillate with the con- 

necting rod., its location being inunaterial. 

The rules for proportionIng these lumped masses are as f o1ls; 

1. The suni of the two nmsses must be equal to the total nass 

of the ccnnectin rod. 

2. Either niass is In direct proportion to the distance of the 

other mass frai the center of gravity. 

. The nias8less ment of inertia is equal to the true mnt 
of inertia of the connecting rod lees th'3 product of its 

mass by each of the distances frc!n the center of gravity 

to the end.s. 

To exprese these rules by equations, see Fig. 1, and let 

M - the total mase of the connecting rod, 

/vl and M= the respective lumped masses to be substituted. for M, 

I = the mcvent of Inertia of the connecting rod. about 

its center of gra'vity, 



10= the inaseless mcnent of inertia r3qu1red in the sub- 

etit'Ati Y, 

L= the distance between centers of the two bearings 

(hereafter called the length of the connectIng rod), 

and L and. = the respective dIstanc frcìr the center of gravity 

to M1 and ML. 

Then the relations are: 

(I) 

(2) 
L.- 

(3) 

These relations are easily proved by the principles of dynamic3. 

For the particular motion of a connecting rod, and assuming the con- 

ventional design, which Is syetrica1 about two planes, we kn'x that 

the only dynaIo constants which can influence the inertia forces and 

couples are 

1. The total maas. 

2. The lcatior of the center of gravity. 

3. The moment of inertia about tho center of gravity. 

Consequently, any arrangement of lumped masses and moment of in- 

ertia which, in the aggregate, duplicates these constants, wIll pro- 

duce the same forces and couples wh ir In motion In the same manner. 

It will he found that the mase dIstribution given by equaticne 1, 2, 

and. 3 duplIcates the dynamic constants of the actual connecting rod. 
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Fig. 1. - Lumped Mass Substitution For Simple Connecting Rod. 

i' 

Io 

Fig. 2. - Lumped Mass Substitution for A Master Connecting Rod. 



It should. be observed that the required value of 10 may be 

negative. e'e physical picture of the substitution need. not be dis- 

turbed by this if it is realized that I merely determines the mag- 

nitude and direction of a couple that would otherwise be disregarded 

in the twc-maos substitution. Physically, a massless mient of in- 

ertia is apprched by the rim of a flywheel whose radial thickness 

diminishes as the dieiter is increased, the mcanent of inertia being 

fixed. 

So far, we have discussed only the more conventional type of con- 

necting rod., euch as used. with 'in-line' cylinder arrangements, and 

illustrated in Fig. 1. However, many designs are now using the master 

rod construction, with radial cylinder arrangements. In this type of 

construction, one of the pistone is linked to the crank shaft with the 

master rod, while the others are linked to the master rod.. A simple 

master rod. for two cylinders only is shown in Fig. 2, where one con- 

necting link is attached at B. 

The two-mass substitution may readily be used. in this case by 

first substituting lumped masses for the linke. The masses thus 

located on the master rod are then coneidered as part of it, and a two- 

mass substitution is made for this combination of the master rod. with 

its equivalent link weights. In this manner a substitution of lumped 

masses may be made for any combination of connected. linke. 

In designing a linkage of euch a type, it is desirable so to die- 

tribute the mass of the master connecting rod. that, after the equival- 

ent link weights are added, the center of gravity of the combination 
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lies on the center line betweon the pin and crank bearings. If this 

can be done the treatnnt of the problem is no different th far an 

ordinary connecting rod. If, however, this is impractical, the two- 

mase substitution may still be macle as shown in Fig, 2. In this case 

the mass M is located at the rigt pin as before, but the mass 

is located on the line passing through the center of the wrist pin 

and. the center of gravity, and. at any convenient distance fran M 

but preThrably t the intersection with the lin, through the center 

of the crank pin bearing at a right angle to the line of bearing 

centers. In this location, the motion of the mess M1and. it con- 

tribution to the inertia forces are easily determined.. 
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HARMONICS OF THE SIMPLE CONNECTLNG BOJ) LINKAGE 

There are four basic forces or couples that arise fran the motion 

of the simple connecting rod. linkage at constant shaft speed. These 

are: the inertia force of' the piston, the couple caused by the inass- 

less mnt of inertia of the connecting rod, the couple caused by 

the piston inertia force, and the couple caused by the 'avitational 

ftrce of the piston. 

The analytical expression will be given for each of theeo, 

followed by the corresponding Fourier series. Then expressions for 

the coefficiente of the Fourier series will be given in both closed 

and open form. 

The nonnc1ature necessary for this presentation is shown partly 

in Figure 3, arid. Is as follows: 

X = the distance fran the center line of the crank shaft to the 

center line of the wrIst pin, Inches. 

L= the length of the connecting rod., Inches. 

R=: the length of the crank arm, inches. 

.=, the angle denoting the position of the crank arm, radians or 

degrees. 

p= the angle defining the angular position of the connecting rod 

relative to the center line of the stationary link, radians 

or degrees. 

(z= the angular velocity of the crank shaft, radians per second. 

A= R/L , the crank-connecting rod. ratio. 

¿ = cos p = 
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K = the cplete elliptic inteal of the fst 

o kind. 

,2. 

E 
= J 

¿ = the complete elliptic integral of the 

o second kind. 

The force reactions are considered positive when acting in the 

direction of increaeinß X, and couple reactions are positive when 

c ounterclockwise. 

The Piston Inertia Force 

Let the total mass at the wrist pin be M. This Is the total 

mase of all the reciprocating parts of one linkage, such as piston, 

piston rod, and crose-hea1, plus ;ne equIva1ent mass M1 of the 'c.relst 

pin end of the connecting rod. The total maso M is considered to 

be concentrated at the center line of the wrist pin, and on the 

center line of the cylinder. It is assumed that the center of gray- 

ity of the reciprocating parte lies on the center line of the cylin- 

der. If such is not the case, the fact muet be considered in the 

process of balancing, although it makes no difference to the values 

of the harmonics. 

The inertia force, Fp, acting on the frame because of the ac- 

celeratlon of this niase is given by the equation 

f____ - co s + ° s_ 
43 

; _ 
2 

fv1PRo-'-- L 43 (4) 
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Fig. 3. - Schematic Diagram Of A Simple 
Connecting Rod Linkage. 
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This equation le, of course, derived by differentiation for the 

acceleration. By expanding the right side in a Fourier series, the 

following expression la obtained: 

= -CoSe cos2 - (4) 

in which only the even liarnionics appear after the first, and the signs 

alternate as shown. The magnitudes of the harmonics are, of course, 

the values of the off.ients û.7. etc. Theae values are given 

In the charts of Figus 4 and 5, together with the amplitudes of 

harmonics of the couples. In each chart, the amplitudes etc. 

are plotted against the ratio L/R = 1/k. Figure is a logarithmic 

plot covering the practical range of application, while Figure 5 Is 

an arithmetic plot of the region near k - 1, where the crank arm and 

connecting rod. are nearly equal in length. It Is thought that the 

charts will provl& suÍflcient3y accurate Infonnatlon for the majority 

of balancing problems. However, the analytical expressions for the 

harmonic coefficients (or amplitudes) will be given too, so that more 

accurato d.et.ermlnatlon of the amp1tudi may be made if desired. It 

will be noted that only the harmonics up to and. including the fourth 

are given, because higher harmonics very rarely Influence the vibra- 

tion sufficiently to warrant their consideration unless resonance muet 

be considered. 

The analytical ex'esaionsfor the harmonic ccofficients of the 

piston Inertia force, which appear in equation (5) are these:- 



114. 

[(z_A)E -2(,-)K j (6) 

00 

8 ,& I -fl ('-3. r.-. (Ì!i) \2 

(_i)(i) (7. -. C) I (ia) 
2 

(frl= 2,4,, ) 

(6h) 

[oc- ìA) E - & (2-At) ('-r) K] (7) 

00 j (L - - 
(n-7) a - -)(-) .4 -.(-')) (?) 

g 

&io, 12,--- ) 

/ -a_f J'.t. .) (7b) = 
/ 121,072 

Of these expressions, the closed. forms were first derived., nd 

the series forms were then derived by substitutin the known series 

for the elliptic integrals. For computation, the last series form 

is the most convenient for all usual values of k. The first series 

form is useful for extending the series when this is required for 
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accuracy. While the series In each case converge when Á< i, 
they are not very practical for computation when k Is greater than 

1/2. It Is somewhat easier In such a case to use the closed forms, 

taking the values of the elliptic integrals dIrectly from Igendre's 

tables.* Conversely, the closed forms are not practical for com- 

putations when k2 i much less than 1/2 because the expressions in- 

volve small differences of large quantities. Since the usual con- 

necting rod design uses a value of k (= /L) of i/ or less, lt le 

evident that the series forms will be used In most practical cases. 

The Inertia Couple of the ConneptinQ Rod 

This is the couple arising from the oscillation of the maseless 

moment of inertia I which i used in the lumped mase substitution 

far the connecting rod. Denoting this couple by Z Its value is 

given by the equation 

¿2 
() 

It should be noted that this couple does not appear in the sEtn±e 

form at the crank shaft. Consequently, this Is not the correct ex- 

pression to use if one is studying the pulsations of crank shaft 

torque. This fact is most clearly realized by observing the energy 

*5e Pearson, Karl, F.R.S. Tables of the Complete and Incomplete 
Elliptic Integrals. Reissued from Legendre's Thaite des Fonctions 
Elliptiques, Paris, 1825. Issued by Biometrika Office, University 
College, Lcndon. Printed at the ambrldge University Press, 193k. 
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relations involved.. The kinetic energy resident in the oscillatin 

moment of inertia I, is 

T= (9) 

For small values of k, dß /d.t is eseentially the simple harmonic 

t) CO5; o for such a case, 

T tJ(1tcos2i), (/0) 

or essentially a second harmonic function. Nc this kinetic energy 

must be imparted by the crank shaft at the constant speed û. Con- 

sequently, the tque on the crank shaft is 

- cAtsin 2, (II) z 

and is essentially a second. harmonic. Similarly, the first harmonic 

piston inertia force produces a second harmonic pulsation on the 

crank shaft, but In this case the torque reaction on the frame is 

also essentially a second. harmonic. This illustration serves to 

shc why one must be careful not to assume that couples appeerin at 

the crank shaft necessarily have opposite reactions on freine. 

Returning now to equation 8, the Fourier serles for this ex- 

pression takes the form: 

CL;-- 

IO(J)L 
b,jni9-- b3sì#i3- t- b,.sins&---. (a) 
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The coefficiente b, and. b3 are plotted on the charte of Figuree 

1 and. . The analytical expressions for them are: 

b, = [E- (i-)K] ( 3) 

00 
.1 fj.3. .. (m1 \Z 

+ .(nt)}A (/3) 
4- 

=(,+L.tî,21c 21.5 
4. 1,024- /,3ò4. (13b) 

a-4- 
L3 - r -7) E -(-3) (i- 4('-) K] (/4) 

00 

- fl-4. (1.3. 
a.) (pi-t) ¿.4-.-. (n-4 

i= ,s,io,.-.) 

'2,O&8 (ib) 
/44- j 

Regarding the use of these expressions, the same remarks apply 

as vere previously made for the coefficients az and a4. 

Fccept for unusual designs, it will be found that the coup1e 

is relatively small In magnitude. Often it is neglected altogether. 

ÎCoule caused by the Piston Inertia F'ce 

Tt will be evident from a study of the linkage that the piston 

inertia force cannot react directly on the freine, but must be 
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transmitted through the crank shaft, and. thus give rise to a couple 

which exerts itself between the flywheel and the frsine. The magni- 

tude of this couple is proportional to the total rec1procatin mass, 

M?. tnoting the couple by its magnitude is given by the 

equation: 

5;n2.&. - incos2i9 - = 

- íE sin2. (/5) 

The Fourier series corresponding to this expression is: 

cr-1 

M)' = CS?H- 4- (sil2 - c ± csìi4 + . - (/) 
and the values of the coefficients are: 

C, a-L (see equation 6) (/7) 

Ct- i -4(__ ) (ii) - 
_% 

= 
.d i- 7 a 

32-?Ç + + (/6:c.) 

C3 = ;:- [(sz_z2&_ 3J) E - 2(/- 3-.)(/--A) < ] 

00 
_v1-5 = $ f -z) (2.4. - . (6)J A (19&) 

s 
( 



¿ VL 3S +4 1-44Z ,!44 /3/O7Z 
,8...) (/sb) 

c = [ (z - - ( 4) + (20) 

I O' ll (2Oo4 = 

The values of these coefficients are, of course, plotted, on the 

charts with the exception of c, which is expressed in terms of a2, 

the amplitude of the second harmonic of the piston inertia force. 

It vili be observed, that only the odd. coefficiente in this series 

Involve the elliptic integrals, the even coefficients involving only 

irrational algebraic functions. Since these algebraic functions are 

readily expanded 'by use of the binomial theorem, lt vas thought un- 

necessary to lve the expansions in general terms as vas done for 

those expressions containing elliptic Integrals. 

The Couple used by the Grvltational Force of the piston 

If the piston of an engine acts In a vertical line, the crank 

shaft exerts a torque In overcc1ng the gravitational force, and this 

torque reacts on the frame. If, on the other hand, the piston acts 

horizontally, the variation of Its distance from the crank shaft 

center line causes a fluctuation in the torque it exerts. When, as 
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often le the case, the piston acte on ecne line inclined to the 

vertical, as in the V type of cylinder arrangement, both the hors- 

zontal and. vertical ccrnponente of the piston weight will exert their 

respective torques. For this problem, let 

W the piston weight (including part of the connecting rod), 

corresponding to Mp. (w= Mpg) 

a= the angle of inclination of the cylinder bore with the 

vertical, positive when measured counterclockwise. 

d. = the distance frcu the wrist pin to the center of gravity 

of the piston weight, W, measured along the center line of 

the cylinder, and away frcn the center line of the crank 

shaft. 

the gravitational couple acting on tr fraiie. 

The value of T is given by the equation: 

= Co5O_(5Ifl&_ sìz) (21) 

The Fourier series corresponding to this expression is: 

coso-(sie1 - asik126z La........) 
+ Sino(_cos acö2 -acos' - --), () 

in which the constant term from equation (21) is dropped, since ic 

has no influence on the vibration. In equatIon (22), the coef- 

f Icients a, a, etc. are the saine as those given in equation (5) 

fcr the piston Inertia force. 
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Ordinarily, the gravitational torque will be negligible compared. 

to the inertia torques, and the torques resulting from gas pressure 

in the cylinders, but they may be an appreciable factor in heavy, 

B1! speed. engines. 

These exprss1ons give all the forces acting on the fraxe be- 

cause of the acceleration of the links of a single linkage of the 

simple type. The Fourier series of each force shcs, through its 

coefficients, the magnitudes of the various harmonics of these forces 

and couples, and. the charts of Figures ! and. 5 make these easily 

available for use. In using these data for multi-cylinder engines it 

is only necessary to add the forces or couples in their proper phase 

relations of time and space. This will later be illustrated by ex- 

ample. 
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liMONICS OF THE MAST CONTIECTING ROD LINKAGE 

The master connect1n rod linkage was mentioned previously. It 

Is illustrated in Figure 9. Its most ccmon use le In the ccip1ete 

ra1a1 en1ne, ae exemp11fied in the construction of' many aeroplane 

fllOtOl'S, but lt Is also used at times In the V - type of cylinder ax'- 

rangement, vhere two pistons are linked to one crank pin. It lends 

Itself to a radial disposition of cylinders In one or more planes. 

This cylinder disposition may be required. for air cooling of the 

cylinders, or uay be merely a matter of obtaining a short, rigid 

crank shaft, or perhaps of meeting space requiremenLe. In addition 

to the advantages it offers in cylinder arrangement, this linkage 

usually has a lower friction loss than that of the simple connecting 

rod. type, tecause of the elimination of a number of bearings. In 

FIgure 6 is shown a schematic diagram of the master rod. linkage, 

the master rod being shown In the vertical position, with one auxil- 

iary cylinder Inclined at an angle to it. 

When designing a linkage of this type, It usually is desirable to 

make the extren distance of each wrist pin fran the shaft center 

Identical, so that the cylinders will all be at the same distance frczn 

center. WIth several auxiliary cylinders, it is also desirable to 

have the connecting links (denoted as tbt hi the sketch) all the same 

length. This i.,ill, In general, lead to a different distance 'a' for 

the point of attachment of each link. The correct value of ta' may 

be determined either graphically, or mathematically by applying the 
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conditi'r. thet when dx/d= O the maximum value of x must equal the 

sum F + L. It will be observed that the distance 'a' may (within 

practical limits) be selected arbitrarily provided 'a' and 'b' to- 

gether satisfy the condition just mentioned. Moreover, the angle '' 

subtended In the master rod. by the arm2 a and L is not necessarily 

equal to OC. , the angle between the corresponding cylinders. 

Thus lt Is evident that several variables appear, making it im- 

possible to present the data for all possible ciblnations in simple 

chart form. 

However, a simplification of the analysis occurs In the cese 

where ,3 
OC. Since these angles can usually be made equal, the results 

presented here are restricted to this case. In general, these re- 

sults will be sufficiently accurate even when and o' are not equal, 

since they will usually be within a few degrees of each other. 

In the expressions which follow, most of the symbols refer to 

distances or angles of the linkage as shown In Fig. 6. The forces, 

couples, masses, etc., all have the same notation as used previously, 

but It should be understood that theae now refer to the auxiliary 

piston arid the link connecting It to the master rod.. Other notation 

found necessary is the following; 
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Fig. 6. - Schematic Diagram Of A Master Connecting 

Rod Linkage. 



= 'R/L ( lfre) 

A I- s(-o&) 

C = J(J cos)+ ( sinc)1 (24) 

f CLS;fr104 \ 
= taL) (2 

= -V'I - (z) 

N, the inertia force of the auxiliary pi8ton is 8lven by the 

equation 

cos2(-o() 

J 

+ ç 

{ 
c. cos ¿( ,,LL) c3sni2(6 -t,LL) 

'Ç 

& j, (27) 

and. this expre8sion correejond.s to equation 1., which expresses the 

corresponding piston inertia force for the simple connect1n rod. 

linkage. Cctparison of equations 27 and. li. ahce that the expressions 

in braces in equation 27 are both similar to the last tvo terms of 

equation Consequently, the right side of equation 27 rr.y be ex- 

pand.ed. in a Fourier series by analogy. By relegat1n the phase 

angleii oc arl&p.. to the coefficients, one obtains for this expansion, 



-co - dLco52 - c4cos4 +--. 

-p4.sin4- (25) 

where the coefficients are: 

d2 = (E cas ) a c os 2p) a (2) 
'1 

+ ( cos4j) a (zab) 

D - ¡z -(L2°o) a-L- ( sn2,u)cz (&c) 

/ 
P (L - ( si4,Lt) (28) 

Succeeding terme may be written dvri by fo11ing the sequence. 

In these expressions for the coefficients, az, a, etc., have the 

BaThS values s previously given in equations 6 aM 7, or in the charts 

of Figuree and. 7. They are determined by the value of k. The values 

of aÇ , a4 , etc., are also determi.nea. frOEn the charts or frcn the 

equations 6 and. 7, except that the value aV 'c', (equation 2) is sub- 

stituted. for k. It will be observed. that when the value of 'a' (see 

Figure 6) beccanes zero, the Fourier series in equation 28 reduces to 

an identity vith that of equation 7 for the simple linkage, as it 

eh ould.. 

It is evident, then, that the harmonics of the piston inertia 

forces are easily determined for the case where o(. e of the 

important effects of the master rod. linkage, lt irlll be noted, is the 
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introduction of sine terme in the Fourier series. Because of this, 

and. the fact that the magnitudes of the harmonics vary among the dif- 

ferent cylinders (because of the variation of O ), the cancellation 

of the harmonics is not so easily accplished as with the simple con- 

necting rod linkage. 

Harmonic analysis of the couples ¶, "7k, arid. Z of an auxiliary 

linkage of the master rod linkage is not so easily made. The 

equation3 for these three couples are: 

oco 
sin()-4 (29) 

C ___ (cose - , + (30) 

w 

(3/) 

In equation l, the distance between the wrist pin and. the center of 

gravity of the piston is denoted by 'd', as before. 

these three eqiations, the first, giving the inertia torque 

of the I of the connecting link is easily written in the Fourier 

series form by analogy with equation 8. The expansions of equations 

30 and. 31, however, can only be obtained with great difficulty, 

because of the products or quotients of the radicals ¿ ancIi. 
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Since it is usually neceseary to plot the torque ari1n frcin gas 

pressure, it seems advisable to add. these functions to the gas torque, 

and. plot the sum. The Fourier coefficients may then be obtained for 

the cposite torque reaction either by numerical or graphical in- 

tegration. This is often done for the gas torque alone; so the ad.- 

ditlon of the Inertia torques does not appreciably cplicse the pro- 

cedure, no detract fri the accuracy of the cipleted solution. The 

determination of the inagnitudas of the harmonics of the Inertia f or- 

ces, of course, can be obtained as accurately as desired frcu the 

equatIon 28. 

While the mathematical expressions for the coefficients of the 

Fourier series corresponding to equations 30 and 31 are difficult to 

obtain, the difficulty is caused mainly by the tediousnese of the pro- 

cess and the cunberscie nature of the expression obtained, and. not by 

any inherent mathematical difficulty. The most obvious method. of ob- 

taInin the expressions for the coefficients Is that of expanding the 

factors of each expression, multiplying the resulting serles termwise, 

and then collecting terms so as to obtain the coefficients of each of 

the respective harmonics. How-ever, it appears that the amount of 

work required is scarcely justified, and. that if obtained, the express- 

ions for the coefficients would be so cumbers as to make a graph- 

ical analysis more attractive. 



BLI1AiCING METHODS 

The Sipe Cylinder Maçline 

With single cylinder enines, lt is common practice to balance 

the crankshaft dynamically, considering the equivalent mass M2 of 

the connecting rod attached to the crank pin, and then o add to the 

counterweights sufficient maas to balance, in addition, ')rehalf of 

the first harmonic of the piston inertia force. Whatever the method, 

If one Is restricted to the use of counterweights on the shaft it 1g 

obvious that same ccunprcmiise is necessary. 

However, the ccinpromlse just mentioned is by no means the only 

one available. By permitting the addit'on of odd harmonic couples, it 

Is possible to balance the Inertia forces ccmipletoly, and to make the 

couple T of the piston inertIa force vanish. Peferring to Figure 1, 

it 1g apparent that by adding sufficient 'weight to the connecting rod 

cap, the mass M1 can be made negative, and of equal magnitude to the 

mass of the piston, so that, in effect, the reciprocating masa 1g made 

to vanish, and only the mase M on the crank pinremalne to be balanced. 

Since this is traveling In a circular path with the crank pin, lt is 

readily balanced with rotating counterweights. In doing this, the In- 

ertia couple T, whose principal cc*nponent Is a second harmonIc, 1g 

also made to vanish since Its ina.gnitud.e Is proportional to M. How- 

ever, the coupleT1 , whose principal component la a first harmonic, Is 

increased to a considerable magnitude. 



The princpa1 effect of this method., then, i to eliminate the 

primary lnertta force and the princIple second harmonic inertia couple 

and to eubet!tute for these e firRt harmonIc Inertia torque. The 

effect of this Inertia torque cannot be properly evaluated without 

adding it vectorlally to the as torQue, since lt may be partIally 

cancelled, but In general a couple is much less objectionable than a 

force, so that this thod cf balancing usually produces satrfyIng 

results. Hever, it Is limited in application to small machines, be- 

cause of space limitations, and it requires fairly close accuracy In 

the diiransions of the counterweights in order to maintain accuracy of 

balance. This Is so because of the relatively large masses involved. 

In soria cases it may be desirable to elImInate th 1rst harmonic 

couple, perhaps for the purpose of avoiding excitation of a resonant 

vibration. 'dInarIly this cannot be done without adiing additional 

links to the mechanism. In exceptional cases, however, the elimina- 

tion of the first harmonic may be feasIe. From the equations 3, 12, 

16 and 22, the value of the first harmonic s 

[b1(1-M) + Mcos 
f1 

(32) 

where f and. g1 are the coefficients of sin& nd cose, respectively, in 

the Foucer series for the torque exerted by gas pressure In the 

cylinder. Cviously, the possibility of reducing the first harmoric 
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to zero depende upon the signe and nmnitudes of f1 and 

effect may be secured by varying the magnitudes of I and M2.&, 

which depend on the shape and. elze of' the connecting rod, but or- 

dlnarily the range of possIble effect Is small. 

Small single-cylinr caipresso" ere often spring mounted, and. 

in such cases the prime objective in balancing may he to procure the 

minimum transmission of vibrational energy through the spring mount- 

ing. This requires a study of the relative transmission of couples 

and forces, taking Into account the characteristics of the spring 

mounting. This subject has been discussed by the author in a pre- 

viou paper.* 

Summarizing the case of the single-cylinder engine, there are 

four general methods that may be used. These are: 

1. By using an overhung connecting rod, cause the recipro- 

cating force and. its couple to vanish. This is done at the 

expense of introducing a primarily first harmonic couple. 

2. The connecting rod may be made of conventional proportions, 

in which case the rotating maesee will be dynamically 

balanced, and. the reciprocating mass may be partially 

balanced by counterweights, leaving un]anced forces 

acting both ifl line with, and at a right angle to, the 

*Johnson, W. E. 'A Ìvthod of Balancing Reciprocating chJ.nee'. 

Ensai on, A. S. M. E., Journal of Applied lchanico, September, 
1935. 
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line of pistor action. The proportion of piston weight 

matched by counterweight will depend on the particular 

results desired. 

3. In spring mounted machines, the xthod of balancing will 

depend in part on the isolating characteristics of the 

spring mounting. 

. In unusual cases, the balancing nthod may have for its 

objet the elimination of a particular harmonic of torque. 

The ilple-C11nder Engine With Sip1e Connecting Rode 

Because of the great number of possible cyliii.er arrangennte, 

it is impractical to attempt a cpilation of data on the unbalanced 

forces arid couples of multiple-cylinder engines. Hcever, the problem 

of determining the magnitudes of these forces is a relatively simple 

one when the data for the single-cylinder linkage are available, ad 

l3 ean general method is applicable to any machine. 

Ìchines of this type present one with these two o1ancing 

problems: 

1. The mcents of the counterweights required. for balancing the 

first harmonic forces and couples must be determined. 

2. The magnitudes of the residual harmonics of forces and. 

couples muet usually be ascertained. Scnetimes the mag- 

nitudes of the residual harmonics influence the choice of 

cylinder arrangement, and. occasionally the designer 
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provides a special linkage for the balancing of certain 

harmonics. 

The object here is to show, by example, hcM these problems are 

solved by using the data previously given for a sing1í coru-iJctiflg rod 

linkage. The cylinder arrangement chosen for this exanrple is the four 

cylinder, 900 -V type. The reason for this choice is that this type 

combines the essential problems of both the tin_line" and radial cylin- 

der arrangements. But .ìcte that. À,e results cbtained are not the ssiie 

as would be obtained with the master connecting rod linkage, since the 

harmonics of these two linkages differ in loth magnitudes and pnase 

relations. 

Feferring to Fig. 7, it will be seen that 

Q = the offset between pistons that are linked to the 

same crank pin. This is usually equal to the width 

of the connecting rod bearing. 

f - the distance between a pair of cylinders in one bank. 

h = the distance between the effective center lines of 

the couxiterwe ights. 

- the angle of position of the front crank. 

1i = the gravitational rnment of one counterweight, - 

in the ecpression where F. is the cen- 

trifual force. 

R and. L are the respective lengths of crank arm and connecting 

rod, as before. 
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To begin, aseun that. the equivalent maeses for the connectlrg 

rods have been determined. It Is then an easy matter to cpute the 

counterweight mass needed to balance the couple caused by the masses 

M on the crank pins. Assume this to be done, and. let us consider 

only the forces and couples arising from the recIprocating maeses and 

frcxn the Is's of the connectln rode. It vili be understood that the 

counterweight mnente hereafter referred to are only those necessary 

for ba1ancIn these f orces or couples. 

Note that the freine of reference for the machine consists of 

three planes, mutually at right anales, denoted by ), YZ, and XY, and 

that the conter line of cylinder No. i is In the XY plane. The fact 

that the center lines of two banks of cylinders fail In the and YZ 

planes should be considered incidental to the particular cylinder sr- 

rangennt. Three radial banks, equally spaced, would not give this 

coincidence. Also note that the symbolØ Is chosen to represent the 

crank position rather than ', so that all forces or couples may be ex- 

pressed as functions of this one angle without confusion. The symbol 

& vili still be used. to denote the crank position from lower dead. 

center for each individual cylinder. 

The general method. of an.alyss consists of determining the net 

forces or couples acting in each plane or about each axis. The posi- 

tive directions of couples and forces are indicated In FIg. 7 by 

arrows. 
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Fig. 7. - Schematic Diagram Of The Linkage Of A Four-Cylinder 

90°-V Type Engine. 

Fig. 8. - Lumped Mass Substitution Applied To A Four-Cylinder 

Master Connecting Rod Linkage 
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Consider nc the summation of forces in the ) plane. Because 

of the syinntry of the design, lt will be apparent that the counter- 

weights need. produce only a couple. Consequently there are no forces 

from this source, and only the inertia forces of the piston masses 

need. be considered. The Fourier series for these forces le given in 

equation 5, In which, for cylinder No. 1, 

and. for cylinder No. 3, 

= Øqr-. 

king the8e substitutions In equation 5, and using subscripts 

to relate the forces to their respective cylinders, 

Fp% - -côsØ a,cos2Ø -acos'çz5 - --- (33) - 

F'3 acos2ø -accs4Ø --- (34) 

MRc 

By adding these two, the net force In the XZ plane Is obtained.. Thus, 

= 2a1cc5295 -.2acos4Ø + , (J.c) 
PAp R 

and it Is seen that the first harnionics cancel, while al]. higher 

harnonIce add. Similarly, It is found that the net force in the Z 

plane is glve'.i by 

?+ F -2accs2ø -2acôsØ - ... (3C) 
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Next consider the monnte about the CT1 and OX axes caused by the 

piston inertia forces and by the counterweights. About the OY axis, 

the couple caused by the piston inertia forces is 

- - (cosø + acos 2Ø -QCoS4Ø +--) (37) 

Oy is 

That caused by the ccnponent of the cou terwlght couple about 

coIi CöS Ø . (Ja) 

It is n evident that by choosing a value of 1$( such that 

= Mp1f, (3e) 

the first harmonic is cancelled. This gives the solution to the first 

part of the probleni. The renaalning couple about ay Is: 

_g (cos2Ø cös4ø*---) () 

Similarly, with counterweights so chosen, one finds the residual 

couple about OX to be 

+ acos4 - --.) (ì) 

It nc beccnes evident that by shifting the JOE plane of reference 

positively along the Z axis a distance -- (f + e), which usually will 

bring it near the center of gravity of the machine, these two residual 

couples reduce to: 

lpoLe (cco52Ø -ccos4Ø + ...) a'oout OY, (4Z) 



and. - MpR uí'e cos.?c + acos'Ø - - ) about (. (4-3) 

Thee are now only the couple3 about the Z axis to consider. 

The summations for these are obtained in exactly similar fashion, 

by substituting the prcer value for 4 in terms of qS for each cylinder 

in equatthns 12, 16 and. 22. Frn the summations, one f Inds the net 

value of 'Ç , the torque caused by the Is of the connecting rods, IB 

zero. The net v1ue of T, the torque caused by the piston Inertia 

farces, is: 

pR(4 s? 0 -.) (44) 

and. that caused. by the effect of gravity on the piston, is 

= WR (accsrsn4 - -. -as?icos2Ø *- -.) (4-5) 

Therefore, the sum of all inertia and. weight torques about the Z 

axis is: 

t-e; -T,»-T = -WRsnccs2' 
(4pC + Rccos) Si4 - -. (46) 

With the ordinary proportions it will be found this torque Is 

fairly small compared to the corresponding harmonics of the torque 

arising from gas pressure in the cylinders, although lt may still be 

in significant proportion. 

Summarizing the results of this problem, one sees that the most 

significant of the residual forces and couples are the forces given 

by equations 3 and 36, which are of appreciable magnitude, and. in 

which all even harmonics appear. The couples caused by these farces 
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(equations 112 and f43) are small, provided the displacement. between 

banks is small, s it usually is, and that the center of gravity is 

not too far frani the as3umed. positicn. In any actual problem, of 

course, the axes should be chosen with the origin at the center of 

gravity of the machine. 

The couples about the 7. axis, given by equation J4.6,are usually 

inBignificant, but in any case their effect can not be proDerly 

evaluated without a knowledge of the 3c'ules caused b- gas' pressure 

in the cylinders. 

The residual forces, lt 'illl be noted, can only be reduced by 

1. reducing the crank-connecti'i rod ratio, k, or 

2. reducing the mass Mi,. ThIE may be done by using a light 

alloy for the pistons, by overhanging the connecting rod, 

or by doing both things, or 

3. by using a special linkage of some sort. 

of. these, the most con practice is th usi; of light alloys 

for the pistons. 

It Is obvious that the method of determining the magnitudes of 

the re e Idual harmon Ic s of f orce s and. c ouple s is s Imple when the data 

for a single linkage are known, and. may readily be applied to any 

cylinder arrangement. 

Th.Q ?lt4ple-Cyllnder chine With 1ster Rod Construction 

The purpose of this exariple is to illustrate the use of the lump- 

ed mass substitution. No harmonic analysis i].l be made, brca'ce the 
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method Is just the same as that explained Ir. the previous example, ex- 

cept that the prer harmor coeffc lents, es given In equatIon 28, 

muet 1e useìA. in place of those for th simple rod. for f41l the auxil- 

iary pistons. 

In FIg. 8 Is shown a radIal construction with four cylinders, 

ach 1470 apart. This construction Is chosen deUberately for this 

example to Illustrate the fact that the neter rod construction Is 

not restricted to an equal spacing of cylinders around the crank shaft. 

of course, this construction will not give equal intervals between the 

torque pulsations, but It has the advantage of retaining a crankcase 

under the cylinders. In the figure, the blacked-in circles Indicate 

equivalent lumped. masses. A email white spot in the center of a 'rse' 

iri'Iicates a pivotIng point, and the heavy linee indicate parts of the 

linkage. The arc joinin the three arme 'a' with the master rod. 

(cylinder No. 3) shows that these are rigidly connected together. 

BalancIng of this linkage Is accomplished by means of a simple 

counterweight on the shaft, which Is capable of balancing all first 

harmonic forces. It Is obvious, havIn. selected the cylinder ar- 

rangement, that nothing can be döne with euch a counterweight to- 

wards balancing either the couples or the higher harmonics of the 

forces. The balancing procedurc may be c'rIed out in the following 

logical order: 

a. Determine the equivalent masses M1 and M of the links as 

described previously. glect the value of I, since 

nothing can be done to balance Its couple. 
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T3 M, add the mass of the piston, and. caFL. this sum Mp. 

It i located at tie cter of the wrist pin. Remember 

that the location of the center of avity of the piston 

is iaterial so 1on as it lies on the center line of the 

cylinder bore. Consider Mas a part of the master rod. 

b. Etch of the three connecting links should be identical in 

weight, After ccnpletin (a) there will be three masses 

M attached to the master rod as shown in Fie. 8. The 

next step, then, is to counterbalance the master rod so 

that Its equimlent lumped mass at the wrist pin (of 

cylinder No. 3 in this case) is exactly the saii as that 

of each connecting link. This will result in makin8 each 

of the four massts M at the wrist pins identical. The 

counterweight is preferably an integral part of the master 

connecting rod. (or of the bearing cap, if one is used) and. 

should be so placed that the center of gravity of the mas- 

ter rod. (always inciudin the masses M2) lies on its own 

line of bear1n centers through crank pin and. wrist pin. 

However, this is not absolutely essential, so long as the 

value of M is correct. If the center of gravity is to 

one side of the center line, lt vil1 result in introducing 

unbalanced couples and. forces that usually are ccmparatively 

small. In Fig. 8, the mase M3 represente the counterweight 

added to the master rod so as to obtain the proper value of 

Mfr cylir(r Nc. 3. 
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c. Ixt determine the equivalent lumped mass of the master rod 

at the crank pin. This is simply the total mase of the 

'iiaster rod (includIng the three masses M2 and the counter- 

weight M) less the mass M which is corentrated on the 

wrist pin. This mass at the crank pin is shn as M. 

d. The last step le the determination of the counterweight 

moment, Mr , required. It will be noted that pistons 

No. 1 and No. 3 act at a right anßle to one another, as 

do No. 2 and No. !i. It s well-known that when twc lstcìs 

act 900 apart in phtee with simple harmonic motion, their 

combined inertia forces are the same as bhough the mass of 

one piston were concentrated on the crank pin. Equations 

5 and 28 show that the first h8monlcs of the piston In- 

ertia forces have the same magnitude for each pietor and. 

have a phase relation corresponding to the cylinder spacing. 

Consequently, the rule for 900 spacIng holds In thie case, 

and since there are two such groups, we must consider the 

mass concentrated. on the crank pin as 2M + M1. In order 

that this mass shall be balanced by the counterweight, ve 

must have 

Mr 

and this determines the size of the counterweight.. 
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This procedure could have been mcdif led., if desired, by dl- 

pensing with the counterweight on the master rod. and adding weight 

to piston No. i so as to match the maes Mpon No. 3. This method. 

generally is objectionable because lt requires one odd piston. 

In Fig. 9 is a picture of an actual four-cylinder radIal type 

linkage, showing the manner In which the master connecting rod cap 

was counterweighted.. This example illustrates very nicely the ease 

with which the two mass substitutions will handle the balancing 

problem of a fairly cnpllcated linkage. 
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Fig. 9. - A Master Connecting Rod Linkage 

H 
j! 

Fig. 10. - Schematic Diagram Of A Connecting Rod Linkage 
In Which k = 1. 



AP?E I MBrH OF ANALYSIS FOE TIlE UARMONICS 

In making an analysis for the harmonics, it is necessary tiret 

of all to have the analytIcal expressions for the f orces and. couples 

und.er consideration. The equation Io an example. The derivation 

of' euch expressions is an elementary matter and need.s no discussion. 

Having these express Ions, several methods may be used to obtair. the 

corresponding Fourier series. These are stated and. discussed below. 

1. Graphical inteatIon for the Fourier coefficients may be 

used. With this method, it is difficult to obtain th 

desired accuracy for the higher harmonics, and since 

separate integratIons must be made for each of a series 

of values of the modulus A a considerable amount of 

work is Involved. 

2. NurIcal inteation may be used. The desired accuracy 

may be secured by this method with painstaking work, but 

the emcunt of work involved almost prohibits the can- 

pilatlon of extensive data in the desired chart form. 

3. Direct expansions of the radicels by means of the binial 

theorem may be used. This results in power series of 

trigonometric functions, which may be converted Into 

Fourier series by reducing the power terme to functions 

of multiple angles. This method Is the one that has been 

most cononly used. It is accurate, but has the 
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disadvantage of producing only the series forms of the 

coefficients. These series forms are not suitable for 

computation vhen the crank-connecting rod ratio, k, ap- 

proaches unity, although this rarely happens excepc in 

very special machinery. 

1. The preferred msthod of obtaining the coefficients is, of 

course, a direct inte'at1on giving the expressions for 

the coefficients In closed form. The closed forms may 

then be expanded into series f crins when this form Is 

easier to compute. This msthod is used here. It has the 

advant.age of disclosing the characters of the functions 

with ihIch one is working, and also of disclosing the 

preferred form of the general term In the power serles 

for any coefficient. 

When the functions are continuously analytical throughout the 

range of integration, as is the case with Inertia forces and couples, 

it is permissible to perform a required differentiation termwis 

J 'ourier serles. This simplifies the integrations In some cases. 

For example, we may express the distance x a Fourier series in 

and later determine the value of the acceleration, d2x/di, by dif- 

ferentiating the ser1s terinwise. 

If f(&) is a function to be expressed as a Fourier series in 

the interval -W to +TT, the coefficients, as determined from the 

theory of normal functions, for the cosine and sine terms, respect- 



ively, are: 

= 

and Jf() sn d&, 

-Tr 
where 'n' denotes the order of the harmonic. 

J4j 

(4 8) 

(49) 

After writing such an 

expression one may quickly det3rmiae, by inspecting the character of 

the integr.ind, whether the eine terms or cosine terms vanish, ami 

whether only odd, only even, or mixed harmonics remain. 

The functions characteristic of this particular problem usually 

involve the elliptic integrale. When this is the case, those parts 

of the lntegrand.s which yield elliptic 5.ntegre.ls can be expressed en- 

tirely in terms of 'adical of the form ¿ = J7A'5ie7 and. these 

will appear in odñ. pers of . An example is the function. 

ç__ ci 
¿ '- c,_ 3Z (..c) 

where c, , c. and c3 aro constants involving k. 

Integrals that appear in this forni nay at once be expre!3ed. a 

elliptic integrals by means of the fllow1ng formulas:* 

'These formulas do not apply to the inclete inteale. See 
Pierce, B. O., 'A Short Table of Integrals', Page 66, Ginn & Co., 

New York, 1929, and ncock, Harris, 'Elliptic Integrals', 1'the- 
matical Monograph No. 18, Page 61, John Wiley & Sons, Inc. , New 
York, 1917. 
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Jo 
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Equation 55 Is a reduction formula by neans of which lnt.eerals 

involving perS of higher than the third y be evaluated. 

Once an expreeion has been Integrated in the farm of elliptic 

integrals, an easy way of obtaining the series form is to use the 

known expansions of the elliptic integrals. Th.s xthod. was follow- 

ed. in deriving the results given in thia thesis. It has the advan- 

tase of producing relatively simple expressions for the general 

ternis in the series, as given In Euation 6a, for exemple. 



It will be observed, that the coefficients c, c4, etc. of the 

even harmonics in the Fourier series for torque caused. by the piston 

inertia force are exceptions, in that they do not involve the el- 

liptic integrals. In these cases, the interande of the integral 

expressions for the coefficiente involved only even perB of the 

rad.ical4 . To illustrate, the integral for cz is given by the 

equation: 

= I--e 
(s') 2r I 

Integrals of this sort are more difficult to resolve than those 

which produce the elliptic integrals. ffowever, the difficulty Is not 

great if the integration i transferred to the complex plane. In 

using this method, the path of integration is transferred from the 

real axis to a circular path of unit radius in the complex plane. 

This transfer i effected 'by substItuting in equation 56 

- 
¿ t'óZ (.57) 

in which z ie the complex variable x + iy, and& is the amplitude of 

z. The path of the independent variable z is thus a circle of unit 

radius, 'with ito center at the origin of the complex plane. The in- 

tegrand. in equation 6 then becomes a function of z and thie function 

is Integrated by using the theorem of residues. 
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The equation 57 elves us the f o11owin direct substitutions for 

the equatIon 56: 

Sín 2Lt(z_) (ç_g) 

cosi9 = (.c9) 

() 

By substituting these expressions in equation 56, one obtains 

the f o11oiing integral: 

I-Ct = (ztLtc1z 
z z-z1z-z2z+ ' 

C 

where the path of integration, C, le the unit clrcle,z1 and z 

are roots of the denilnator, and 

-X = ;L [z-4 +2v7::i-] (2) 

Obviously, there are four second order end one first order 

zeros in the denominator. However, the roots ± ¿/ fall outside 

of the circle oÍ' integration. Hence one Is only concerned with the 

three roots which provide residues within the circle. These roots 

occur at 

r' z: = z7= -z, 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 



It is prooved in the theory of the ccznpiex variable that 

ffz)c = 29h R () 
where R le the coefficient of (z-zJ' in the Laurent expansion of 

f (z) about the pole at z= z , and. the eunation includes all such 

residues of poles enclosed by the path of integration, C. 

Returning to the integral of equation 61, let f (z) denote the 

integrand, and. let f (z) denote a function derived frcrn f (z) by de- 
I leting the factor (z-z) fron the denlnator. Also let f (z) 

denote the derivative of t(z). Then, f dlowing the definition of a 

residue as the coefficient of (z-z, Y in the Laurent expansion of 

f (z), j4, is evident that the residues of f (z) are: 

('7) R0 f0o) = i 

1 

where f0(z) (z-z1)(z--zc)- 

R1 -11(z1) = - ____ (&' 

(Li witty f1 (z) 
z (z-z,3(f%)1- 

R,.- f'(zt) 
4fi:-:i,- C9) -------, 
(z'-If. whr fc:z) = (z-zLf (z+iî- 



Substituting i (R0 + R1 -4 R) for the integral in eution 
61, one obtains the result: 

CZ I- (70) 
I' 

which ws Dreviously given in ecw'tion 18. The determination of 

wes Lmde in similar fashion. 
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APPENI)IX II TKE LIMITING CASE WEENR L 

When the connect1n rod lenßth Is equal to that of the crank 

aria, the ratio k Is, of course, unity. In this case the 1inkae Is 

not a practical one except In very odd. or special d.eslgns, and the 

purpose of studyinß it is cnly to verify the halting values of the 

harmonic coefficients as k approaches unity. 

By referring to Figure 10, It will be apparent that three types 

of motIon a.'e theoretically possible. First, if the desln permits, 

the wrist pin center may permanently coincide with the nhaft center, 

in which case the connecting rod. merely rotates about the wrist pin 

with the crank arm. Secondly, the wrist pin may oscillate through 

the shaft center, givirtg double the stroke obtaix'i wich th9 conven- 

tional motion. For this case, it is evident fran Figure 10 that 

10 = 'r- - - c = O. 
dt 

Also, dx/dt'= 2Ri)'coe. These relations sh that for this 

motion there is no angular acceleration of the connectIng rod, and 

that It rotates at the same angular speed es, but In the opposite 

direction from, the crank shaft. They also sh that the linear 

acceloration of the piston is a simple harmonic forni, with no higher 

harmonics present. Thie type of motion le physically possible, and 

is the type that would tend t* occur when k = 1. 

The third possible motion is that of the limiting case of the 

ordinery connecting rod motion as the value of k approaches unity. 
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When k 1, this mot lûn is physically impossible without shock be- 

cause it irvolves a discontinuity of the velocity of the wrie: pin. 

However, it may he approached. closely if the coeff1tint of friction 

at each joint of the linkage is sufficiently low. 1f the friction 

coefficient is appreciable, the linkage will beccme self locking. It 

is evident, therefore, that this motion with k 1 is purely 

theoretIcal. Nevertheless, the harmonic coefficients are easily de- 

rived. either by taking the limiting values of the expreaions pre- 

viously given as k approaches unity, or by a direct Fourier expansion 

for thie particular case. Some of these coefficients are:- 

. = .L í . 1/PH a = (n even) (71) 
1 317 4' /4-_r 

1 -°° 

b - b - - - - . 

b ' ( n a c/c1) (72) i_ 97_ ) 3 97) 

¿1 
ct I 3j-7-- co --- (73) 

It must he understood, of course, that while these coefficients 

are finite, the resulting series for the forces or couples can not 

converge on finite values at the values of crank angle where the 

9hccks occur. Moreover, the convergence will be slow when the value 

of k is near to, but less than unity. 

The va1u3 ¿)f these coefficients were used- In making the chart 

of Figure 5. ThIs chart shows that the values of moat of the coef- 

ficients drop sharply for a relatively small increase In the ratio 

of L to B when this ratio is near unity. 


